4.Join
The First Amendment states that
“Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government
for a redress of grievances.”
People have the highest level of authority
in our lawful government, however, this
has been inverted over the last 150 years,
and therefore, we need to responsibly
assemble to address issues and solve
problems.
We must demonstrate that we are able to
responsibly self-govern by holding
regular meetings and establishing a
written record of those meetings.
Responsible, self-governance is the
foundation of American Common Law.

States.AmericanStateNationals.org
IndJAssembly@protonmail.com

You are Alive as a Man or
Woman...Born Living, Breathing,
Thinking, Walking and Talking On
The Land and Soil with the FreeWill to Choose to Stand for Life
and Live in Peace...honor,
authentic, simple, intuitive,
domicile, unincorporated and
operates in trade and travels.
American Common Law, We The
People with the Right to Assemble
the Indiana Jural Assembly,
Creator, Elector, and CreditorFree. The Republic.

1. Know

’A’ US Citizen is a PERSON, an ‘It’,
a “corp,” a “thing,” corporations,
501c3, State of State, STATE OF
STATE, Commerce/Commercial,
organizations, death, driver,
resident, the “hu” or color of a
man, fake, complex, responsive,
Commercial Law, fraud. You
‘License/Permit’ them to Tax You,
Steal Your Money and Property,
and ‘step-to’ their codes and
statutes...You ‘ask’ AND Pay them
to be Your Maker and YOU are a
voter and debtor-caged
prisoner...assumed/presumed
democracy. #RedPill

2. Declare

3. Walk

The government envisioned by
our founding fathers had checks
and balances to protect we the
people. It began with we the
people as the highest level of
authority. However, the
incorporated fictional, foreign
entities pretending to be our
lawful government have inverted
the power structure to the point
of We the People being enslaved
by the Corporatocracy that
pretends to be our government.
By returning your God-given
Rights of your Living Soul to the
Soil of Indiana, you reclaim your
true self and your true selfgovernance. We will show you
the path.

Regardless of your political
affiliation, we are all Americans
first. We are living men and women
standing on the soil and land of
Indiana. We are peaceful, morally
upright, walking in and with honor
and integrity, on the mission to
save mankind, assemblage seeking
like minded loving children of God
Ready, Willing and Able to actively
participate in the general Assembly,
Jural Assembly, International
Assembly, and State Militia. We the
people are the Super Heroes we
have been waiting on.

